Eurocircuits purchases Ledia 5S direct imager from Ucamco
December 8th 2014 - Eurocircuits, a leading European PCB prototype manufacturer has purchased a
Ledia 5S direct imager for its manufacturing facility in Eger (Hungary).
Luc Smets, managing partner at Eurocircuits explains: “This year we will serve about 9000 customers
with prototypes and small batches of PCB’s. this results in roughly 80.000 orders to be processed. We
need state of the art equipment to follow the rising demand of our customers both in complexity and
variety of orders. The Ledia will help us to achieve our goal : to provide our customers with a wide
range of PCB technologies in our cost-effective order pooling system, faster and with higher
reliability. “
About Eurocircuits
With its headquarters in Mechelen, Belgium, and manufacturing facilities in Germany and Hungary,
Eurocircuits N.V. is a European reference for prototypes and small series PCBs. Drawing on over 40
years’ expertise in PCB manufacture, Eurocircuits offers its services through a dedicated online portal
that makes PCB procurement fast and easy . Eurocircuits developed an online PCB pre-CAM tool
based on UCAMCO’s Integr8tor, delivering instant PCB prototype prices and providing a smooth and
error-free ordering process to its customers. By pooling multiple orders and by making the most of its
broad online presence, Eurocircuits keeps its clients’ costs down while ensuring that its quality
products are delivered fast.
Phone: +32 (0)15 28 16 30 - Email: euro@eurocircuits.com - Web: www.eurocircuits.com
About Ucamco
Ucamco (formerly Barco ETS) is a market leader in PCB CAM software, photoplotting and direct imaging
systems, with a global network of sales and support centers. Headquartered in Ghent, Belgium,
Ucamco has over 25 years of ongoing experience in developing and supporting leading-edge
photoplotters and front-end tooling solutions for the global PCB industry. Key to this success is the
company's uncompromising pursuit of engineering excellence in all its products. Ucamco also owns the
IP rights on the Gerber File Format through its acquisition of Gerber Sytems Corp. (1998).
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